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GITIComfort T29

Uses advanced computer calculation 
methods to get the most optimized 
pattern design, minimizing driving 
noise.

Improves overall handling, 
lowers irregular wear, and 
increases tire life.

EQUAL FORCE CASING DESIGN

15 - 17 “

Rim size: Aspect Ratio:

50 - 65

Max. speed:

210 - 240 km/h

Ultra-high mileage and durability. 
New technology includes reduced noise. 
Perfect for ride hailing vehicles and optimized for EV cars.  
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NEV-OPTIMIZED STRUCTURE
Widened ribs and a thicker structure are 
designed to provide strong performance 
in Electric Vehicles, while also improving 
standard ones.

CENTRAL GROOVES
Wider grooves improve tread block rigidity 
and wet grip, as well as maximize comfort and 
silent driving.

SPECIALIZED GROOVES ON SHOULDER
Level shoulder design provides more optimized 
vehicle control and performance.
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RIM
INCH ITEM CODE SIZE LOAD

INDEX
SPEED 
RATING

EXTRA
LOAD

15”
100A4042 185/60R15 84 H

100A4043 185/65R15 88 H

100A4044 195/65R15 91 H

16”

100A4033 205/55R16 94 H XL

100A4034 205/60R16 96 H XL

100A4040 205/65R16 99 H XL

100A4041 215/60R16 99 H XL

17”

100A4035 205/50R17 93 H XL

100A4038 215/50R17 95 V XL

100A4037 215/55R17 98 V XL

100A4359 225/55R17 101 V XL

100A4281 225/65R17 106 H XL

Reinforced carbon black with tiny particles and 
high molecular structure offer high mileage
performance.

New design sipes ensure the
tread rigidity and decrease tyre
noise. Deeper optimized sipes 
keep the tread block and grip 
performance for long distance 
driving.

Optimized sidewall with thicker
rubber protects the tire body. The 
rubber covering on the sidewall
also decreases tyre wear and 
damage.

The optimized apex improves 
sidewall rigidity and offers 
improved handling and comfort.

High tension bead steel helps avoid tyre 
breakage, holds inner tyre pressure, and 
ensure the drive safety.

Jointless cap ply feature 
improves stability and safety 
at high speeds.

Dual wide steel belt 
plies with high molecular 
material enhance tread 
rigidity. Meanwhile, grip 
and handling is improved, 
while decreasing tyre 
transformation. 

Tyre ply casing provides 
higher load capacity and 
sidewall strength.

FEATURES & BENEFITS


